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Abstract
Starting from the time evolution of the C-odd K¯0K0 system, we analyze the
asymmetries measurable at DAΦNE and their implications on CP violation and
on the possible tests of T and CPT symmetries. In particular the ratio ǫ
′
ǫ can
be measured with high precision (up to about 10−4 for the real part). The CP-, T-
and CPT-violating parameters can be explored in KS semileptonic decays with an
accuracy of the order of 10−3. The possibility to detect KS → 3π and KL → ππγ
decays is also discussed.
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1 Introduction
The K¯0 K0 state produced in the decay of the φ resonance is odd under charge conjugation
and is therefore an antisymmetric KL KS state. This characteristic makes a φ factory
very suitable to study CP violation and to test CPT symmetry in K meson decays [1, 2].
For a long time it has been stressed that the presence in the same detector of KL
and KS beams, produced without regeneration and thus with the relative fluxes perfectly
known, will allow a very clean determination of the ratio ǫ
′
ǫ
[3]. A non-zero value for
ǫ′
ǫ
is an unambiguous signal of the existence of direct CP violation, which is naturally
expected in the Standard Model. The present experimental situation is:
ℜ
(
ǫ′
ǫ
)
= (2.3± 0.7)× 10−3 ℑ
(
ǫ′
ǫ
)
= (−1.2± 17)× 10−3 NA31[4]
ℜ
(
ǫ′
ǫ
)
= (0.74± 0.60)× 10−3 ℑ
(
ǫ′
ǫ
)
= (+4.7± 3.5)× 10−3, E731[5]
still consistent with ǫ′ = 0. The theoretical calculation of ǫ
′
ǫ
in the Standard Model
is strongly affected by QCD corrections and, for large values of the top mass, large
cancellations are expected [6]. The present estimate is ℜ( ǫ′
ǫ
) = (2.8 ± 2.4) × 10−4 [7],
thus a fundamental goal of DAΦNE is certainly to reach the sensitivity of 10−4 in the
measurement of this ratio. Independent information about direct CP violation could be
obtained also by charge asymmetries in K± → 3π [8] and K± → 2πγ [9] decays.
Beyond the study of direct CP violation, the presence of a pure KS beam will allow
the observation at DAΦNE of some suppressed KS decays, such as the semileptonic and
the three-pion ones. The theoretical predictions for semileptonic decays are not strongly
affected by QCD corrections and, as we will discuss later, the measurement of the semilep-
tonic rates and charge asymmetries in KS,L decays can give many interesting tests of CPT
and of the ∆S = ∆Q rule. Moreover, due to the coherence of the initial state, T and CPT
symmetries can be directly tested in events with two leptons in the final state [10, 11].
Some time ago it was pointed out that the radiative decay φ→ γ f0 → γ (K0K¯0)C=+
could have a non-negligible branching ratio [12] and therefore a dangerous background,
namely a K0K¯0 component even under charge conjugation, could be present. New de-
terminations of the φ→ γ (K0K¯0)C=+ branching ratio [13] turn out to be much smaller,
then, as we will show, the inclusion of the C-even background does not sensibly affect
the measurements of ǫ
′
ǫ
and KS suppressed decays.
Recently it as been suggested that quantum mechanics violations may be generated
by non-local theories at the Planck scale [14]. As a consequence CP- and CPT-violating
effects could be induced [15]. As we will discuss, the coherence of the φ-factory initial
state will help in disentangling these effects, and quite stringent bounds could be obtained
for the quantum mechanics violating parameters [16]. It is worth while to note that the
quantum mechanics violation induces a loss of the initial state coherence which can
somehow simulate the effect of a C-even background.
The plan of the paper is the following: in section 2 we recall the time evolution of
the initial state. In section 3 we report its implications on the determination of real and
1
imaginary parts of ǫ
′
ǫ
. In section 4 the semileptonic decays, with possible direct tests of T
and CPT symmetry, are discussed. Sections 5 and 6 are devoted, respectively, toKS → 3π
and KL → ππγ decays. In section 7 we study the effect of the C-even background. Finally,
in section 8 we discuss the implications of possible quantum mechanics violations.
2 Time evolution
The antisymmetric K¯0K0 state produced in the φ decay can be written as
φ→ 1√
2
[
K¯0(q)K0(−q) −K0(q)K¯0(−q)
]
=
h√
2
[
K
(q)
S K
(−q)
L −K(q)L K(−q)S
]
, (1)
where q and −q indicate the spatial momenta of the two-kaons and the normalization
factor h is
h =
1 + |ǫ|2
1− ǫ2 ≃ 1. (2)
The decay amplitude of the two-kaon system into the final state |a(q)(t1), b(−q)(t2)〉 is
given by:
A
(
a(q)(t1), b
(−q)(t2)
)
=
h√
2
[
A(KS → a)e−iλSt1A(KL → b)e−iλLt2
−A(KL → a)e−iλLt1A(KS → b)e−iλSt2
]
, (3)
where λS(L) = mS(L) − iΓS(L)/2. As usual we define also:
Γ =
ΓS + ΓL
2
, ∆Γ = ΓS − ΓL and ∆m = mL −mS. (4)
If |a〉 6= |b〉 the two states |a(q)(t1), b(−q)(t2)〉 and |a(−q)(t1), b(q)(t2)〉 are physically
different for any value of t1 and t2, therefore the double differential rate is:
Γ(a(t1), b(t2)) = |h|2
∫ {
|AaS|2|AbL|2e−(ΓSt1+ΓLt2) + |AaL|2|AbS|2e−(ΓLt1+ΓSt2)
−2ℜ
[
AaSA
a∗
L A
b
LA
b∗
S e
−Γ(t1+t2)+i∆m(t1−t2)
] }
dφadφb, (5)
where φa and φb are the phase spaces of the final states. Integrating eq. (5) on t1 and t2
one obtains the probability for the decay into the |a, b〉 state with both the decay vertices
inside the detector:
P (a, b) =
|h|2
ΓSΓL
[(
ΓaSΓ
b
L + Γ
a
LΓ
b
S
)
SL − 2 ΓSΓL
Γ2 +∆m2
∫
ℜ
(
AaSA
a∗
L A
b
LA
b∗
S
)
dφadφb
]
(6)
where SL = (1− e−D/dL) is the KL acceptance of the detector: the KLOE project quotes
for the fiducial length D ≃ 120 cm [3] (dL = 340 cm is the KL mean decay path), thus
SL ≃ 0.3.
2
For |a〉 = |b〉 the interchange of q ↔ −q is equivalent to t1 ↔ t2, thus:
P (a, a) = |h|2Γ
a
SΓ
a
L
ΓSΓL
[
SL − ΓSΓL
Γ2 +∆m2
]
. (7)
As will be discussed in the following, the choice of appropriate time integration intervals
supplies a powerful tagging of KL or KS decays.
Finally we define also the so-called “time difference distribution”:
I(a, b; t) =
∫
dt1dt2|A(a(t1), b(t2))|2δ(t1 − t2 − t)
=
|h|2e−Γ|t|
2Γ
{
|AaS|2|AbL|2e−
∆Γ
2
t + |AaL|2|AbS|2e+
∆Γ
2
t − 2ℜ
[
AaSA
a∗
L A
b
LA
b∗
S e
+i∆mt
] }
. (8)
3 Real and imaginary parts of ǫ
′
ǫ
As extensively discussed, for example in Refs. [3, 17, 18], the study of the time difference
distribution, for π+π−, π0π0 final states, leads to the determination of both ℜ
(
ǫ′
ǫ
)
and
ℑ
(
ǫ′
ǫ
)
.
Introducing as usual the amplitudes
η+− =
A (KL → π+π−)
A (KS → π+π−) = ǫ+ ǫ
′ and η00 =
A (KL → π0π0)
A (KS → π0π0) = ǫ− 2ǫ
′, (9)
eq. (8), integrated over the pion phase space, gives:
F (t) =
∫
dφ+− dφ00 I(π
+π−, π0π0; t)
=
Γ+−S Γ
00
S
2Γ
e−Γ|t|
[
| η+− |2 e+∆Γ2 t+ | η00 |2 e−∆Γ2 t − 2ℜ
(
η+−(η00)∗e−i∆mt
)]
. (10)
If ǫ′ 6= 0 there is an asymmetry between the events with positive and negative values
of t:
A (t) =
F (|t|)− F (−|t|)
F (|t|) + F (−|t|) = AR (t)×ℜ
(
ǫ′
ǫ
)
− AI (t)×ℑ
(
ǫ′
ǫ
)
, (11)
neglecting in eq. (11) terms proportional to
(
ǫ′
ǫ
)2
, the AR (t) and AI (t) coefficients, shown
in Fig.1, are given by:
AR (t) = 3
e−|t|ΓL − e−|t|ΓS
e−|t|ΓL + e−|t|ΓS − 2 cos (∆m|t|) e−Γ|t|
AI (t) = 3
2 sin (∆m|t|) e−Γ|t|
e−|t|ΓL + e−|t|ΓS − 2 cos (∆m|t|) e−Γ|t| .
(12)
3
Figure 1: Coefficients of ℜ
(
ǫ′
ǫ
)
(full line) and ℑ
(
ǫ′
ǫ
)
(dashed line) defined in eq.(11).
It can be seen that AR(t) becomes nearly independent of t, and equal to 3, for t >> τS;
on the other hand AI(t) is strongly dependent on t and vanishes for t >> τS. Therefore a
measurement of the asymptotic value of A(t) or of the value of the integrated asymmetry
A =
F (t > 0)− F (t < 0)
F (t > 0) + F (t < 0)
≃ 3ℜ
(
ǫ′
ǫ
)
(13)
allows a clean determination of ℜ
(
ǫ′
ǫ
)
. The statistical error on A is given by:
σA =
√
(1 + A)× (1− A)
N
, (14)
where N is the number of φ→ π+π−, π0π0 events. At the reference DAΦNE luminosity
the statistical error on ℜ
(
ǫ′
ǫ
)
is then:
σ
ℜ
(
ǫ′
ǫ
) ≃ σA
3
≃ 1
3
√
N
≃ 1.7× 10−4. (15)
The integrated asymmetry A allows a precise determination of ℜ
(
ǫ′
ǫ
)
but gives no
information on the imaginary part of ǫ
′
ǫ
. To overcome this problem a further method
can be exploited to measure both ℜ
(
ǫ′
ǫ
)
and ℑ
(
ǫ′
ǫ
)
from the KLKS → π0π0, π+π− decay
4
Figure 2: Comparison between the theoretical F(d) distribution for ℜ
(
ǫ′
ǫ
)
= 2.8× 10−4
and that obtained with an experimental vertex resolution σ = 5mm.
time difference: the experimental distribution F (d) 1 can be fitted by the theoretical
distribution of eq. (10), and ℜ
(
ǫ′
ǫ
)
and ℑ
(
ǫ′
ǫ
)
can be used as free parameters of the fit.
It must be stressed that this procedure is very sensitive to the experimental resolution
on the measurement of d. The information contained in the shape of the F (d) distribution
can be easily washed out, in particular in the region of interest for the determination of
ℑ
(
ǫ′
ǫ
)
, where d ≃ dS. In fact only in this range of d values can AI (d) be different from zero
and the strongly varying behaviour of AI (d) smeared out by a bad vertex reconstruction.
This effect is shown in Fig. 2, where the theoretical distribution is compared with a
simulated experimental distribution with a Gaussian error on the d measurement equal
to 5 mm.
The effects of the finite experimental resolution have been discussed, for example in
1 The decay times are measured through the decay paths, and the time difference t is given by
t = (dc − dn)τS/dS = d τS/dS , where dc (dn) is the decay path into charged (neutral) pions and
dS ≃ 0.6 cm is the mean decay path of the KS .
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[18], to which we refer. The results of the quoted analysis are that the determination of
ℜ
(
ǫ′
ǫ
)
is practically unaffected by the experimental resolution, while the statistical error
on ℑ
(
ǫ′
ǫ
)
increases by more than a factor 2. This analysis estimates that the accuracy
achievable for a realistic detector is:
σ
ℜ
(
ǫ′
ǫ
) = 1.8× 10−4 ; σ
ℑ
(
ǫ′
ǫ
) = 3.4× 10−3. (16)
These numbers have to be compared with the present experimental situation shown in
the introduction.
4 Semileptonic Decays
4.1 Theoretical introduction
We will discuss the semileptonic decays of neutral kaons in a very general framework,
without assuming the ∆S = ∆Q rule and the CPT symmetry.
The ∆S = ∆Q rule is well supported by experimental data and is naturally accounted
for by the Standard Model, where the ∆S = −∆Q transitions are possible only with two
effective weak vertices. Explicit calculations give a suppression factor of about 10−6–10−7
[19]. Furthermore in any quark model, ∆S = −∆Q transitions can be induced only by
operators with dimension higher than 6 and therefore are suppressed [20].
Although it is very unlikely to have a theory with a large violation of the ∆S = ∆Q
rule, this does not conflict with any general principle. On the contrary CPT symmetry
must hold in any Lorentz-invariant local field theory. The problem of possible sources of
CPT violation has recently received much attention. Attempts to include also gravitation
in the unification of fundamental interactions lead to non-local theories, like superstrings,
which suggest possible CPT violation above the Planck mass, which turns out to be the
natural suppression scale [21].
We neglect for the moment quantum mechanics violating effects [14, 15], which will
be discussed later, introducing CPT violation through an “ad hoc” parametrization of
the decay amplitudes and the mass matrix elements.
Following the notations of Ref. [20] we define:
A(K0 → l+νπ−) = a+ b
A(K0 → l−νπ+) = c+ d
A(K¯0 → l−νπ+) = a∗ − b∗
A(K¯0 → l+νπ−) = c∗ − d∗ (17)
CPT implies b = d = 0, CP implies ℑ(a) = ℑ(c) = ℜ(b) = ℜ(d) = 0, T requires real
amplitudes and ∆S = ∆Q implies c = d = 0.
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Writing the mass matrix for the K0K¯0 system in the form:
M11 − iΓ11/2 M12 − iΓ12/2
M21 − iΓ21/2 M22 − iΓ22/2
 , (18)
the eigenstates are given by:
KS =
1√
2 (1 + |ǫS|2)
[
(1 + ǫS)K
0 + (1− ǫS) K¯0
]
KL =
1√
2 (1 + |ǫL|2)
[
(1 + ǫL)K
0 − (1− ǫL) K¯0
]
,
(19)
where the ǫi parameters are:
ǫS =
−iℑ (M12)− 12ℑ (Γ12)− 12
[
M11 −M22 − i2 (Γ11 − Γ22)
]
mL −mS + i(ΓS − ΓL)/2 = ǫM +∆
(20)
ǫL =
−iℑ (M12)− 12ℑ (Γ12) + 12
[
M11 −M22 − i2 (Γ11 − Γ22)
]
mL −mS + i(ΓS − ΓL)/2 = ǫM −∆.
Then the masses and widths are:
mS(L) =
M11 +M22
2
± ℜ(M12), ΓS(L) = Γ11 + Γ22
2
± ℜ(Γ12). (21)
CPT symmetry would require M11 = M22 and Γ11 = Γ22, recovering the relation ǫS =
ǫL = ǫM .
Using eqs. (17) and (19) the semileptonic partial rates are given by:
Γl
±
S =
|a|2
2
[
1± 2ℜ(ǫS)± 2ℜ
(
b
a
)
+ 2ℜ
(
c∗
a
)
∓ 2ℜ
(
d∗
a
)]
(22)
Γl
±
L =
|a|2
2
[
1± 2ℜ(ǫL)± 2ℜ
(
b
a
)
− 2ℜ
(
c∗
a
)
± 2ℜ
(
d∗
a
)]
;
thus the charge asymmetries for KS and KL are:
δS =
Γl
+
S − Γl−S
Γl
+
S + Γ
l−
S
= 2ℜ(ǫS) + 2ℜ
(
b
a
)
− 2ℜ
(
d∗
a
)
(23)
δL =
Γl
+
L − Γl−L
Γl
+
L + Γ
l−
L
= 2ℜ(ǫL) + 2ℜ
(
b
a
)
+ 2ℜ
(
d∗
a
)
.
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A non-vanishing value of the difference δS − δL would be an evidence of CPT violation,
either in the mass matrix or in the ∆S = −∆Q amplitudes (∆ and d∗/a cannot be
disentangled by semileptonic decays alone). The sum δS+δL has CPT-conserving (ℜ(ǫM))
and CPT-violating (ℜ(a/b)) contributions that cannot be disentangled.
The ratio of KS and KL semileptonic widths
η =
ΓlS
ΓlL
= 1 + 4ℜ
(
c∗
a
)
, (24)
where ΓlS(L) = Γ
l+
S(L) + Γ
l−
S(L), allows us to determine the CPT-conserving part of the
amplitudes with ∆S = −∆Q.
All imaginary parts disappear from the rates and only the time evolution can poten-
tially give some information on them.
4.2 Determination of semileptonic branching ratios at
DAΦNE
The semileptonic branching ratios of the KS can be measured at DAΦNE by selecting
the following final states |l±π∓ν(t1), xL(t2)〉, where t1 ≤ 10τS, t2 ≥ 10τS and |xL〉 is one
of the allowed final states in KL decays (|π+π−π0〉 or |l±π∓ν〉). The probability of such
events is obtained by integrating eq. (5)2 in the appropriate time intervals3. Therefore
the number of events for N0 initial KSKL pairs is given by:
NS(l
±) = N0
{
Br(KS → l±π∓ν)Br(KL → xL)S1 + Br(KL → l±π∓ν)Br(KS → xL)S2
−ℜ
[
S3
∫
A(KS → l±π∓ν)A∗(KL → l±π∓ν)A(KL → xL)A∗(KS → xL)dφπlνdφxL
ΓSΓL
]}
,
(25)
where
S1 = (1− e−10)
(
e
−10
ΓL
ΓS − e− DdL
)
= 0.28 ≃ SL
S2 =
(
1− e−10
ΓL
ΓS
)
e−10 = 7.8× 10−7 (26)
S3 =
2ΓSΓL
|Γ|2 + |∆m|2 e
−10
(Γ+i∆m)
ΓS = (0.3− i4.8)× 10−5.
As can be seen, S1 is by far the dominant contribution; the branching ratio products
in eq. (25) are predicted to be of the same order, while the interference term should be
2 If CPT is not conserved the only change in time evolution equations concerns the normalization
factor, which becomes h =
√
(1 + |ǫL|2)(1 + |ǫS |2)/(1− ǫLǫS) ≃ 1.
3 The general constraints on the time intervals for KS tagging are: t1 ≤ tmax1 and t2 ≥ tmin2 , with
τS ≪ tmax1 ≤ tmin2 ≪ τL. A good choice is given by tmax1 = tmin2 = 10τS.
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further suppressed by large cancellations. Therefore inserting the experimental value [22]
Br(KL → xL) = (78.1± 0.7)% eq. (25) becomes:
NS(l
±) = 0.22×N0 × Br(KS → l±π∓ν). (27)
The project luminosity of DAΦNE (L = 5×1032 cm2s−1) gives about 8.6×109KLKS/year.
Using eq. (22) and the present upper limit on the violation of the ∆S = ∆Q rule [22], we
estimate Br(KS → µ±π∓ν) = 4.66×10−4 and Br(KS → e±π∓ν) = 6.68×10−4, therefore
2.1× 106 events/year are expected.
With these numbers we can estimate the sensitivity of DAΦNE to CP, CPT and the
∆S = ∆Q rule violating parameters defined in eqs. (23) and (24). Since the µ+π−ν final
state can hardly be distinguished from the µ−π+ν¯ one, we conservatively assume that
only electrons can be used to derive KS charge asymmetry. In this case the number of
event is 1.2 × 106/year and the statistical error on δS turns out to be σδS = 9.0 × 10−4.
Since the experimental value of KL charge asymmetry is δL = (3.27± 0.12)× 10−3 [22],
we expect σδS−δL/δL ≃ 0.28, testing the CPT prediction δS = δL at a significant level.
Eq. (24) (test of ∆S = ∆Q rule) involves the semileptonic rates of KS and KL; thus
to estimate the error on η one has to take into account also the experimental errors on
tagging branching ratios and on KS,L widths. Using the values in Ref. [22], these effects
give a large contribution to the total error, which turns out to be ση = 1.1×10−2, whereas
the pure statistical contribution would give only = 1.4×10−3. This large value for ση will
perhaps be lowered by measuring all the quantities involved in the same experimental
set-up.
In Table 1 we report the predicted sensitivity of DAΦNE in comparison with other
experiments. As one can see, DAΦNE is very powerful to test ∆S = ∆Q rule.
Parameter PDG CPLEAR DAΦNE
σ(′93) σ(′95) σ(1 yr)
δL (3.27± 0.12)× 10−3 − 0.04× 10−3
δS − − 0.9× 10−3
ℜǫS − 0.7× 10−3 0.4× 10−3 −
ℜ(c∗/a) = ℜx (6± 18)× 10−3 8× 10−3 5× 10−3 3× 10−3
AT − 2× 10−3 1× 10−3 2× 10−3
ACPT − 2× 10−3 1× 10−3 2× 10−3
Table 1: Comparison between the present experimental data [22], CPLEAR present and
expected sensitivity [23] and the achievable sensitivity in 1 year at DAΦNE, for the
semileptonic parameters. For both CPLEAR and DAΦNE only the statistical error has
been reported. Note thatAT andACPT asymmetries have different theoretical expressions,
for CPLEAR and DAΦNE, if one considers CPT violation in the decay amplitudes.
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4.3 Direct tests of T and CPT symmetries
The dilepton events allow direct tests of T and CPT symmetries [2, 10]. A long time
ago Kabir [24] showed that T violation implies different probabilities for K0 → K¯0 and
K¯0 → K0 transitions, while CPT requires equal probabilities forK0 → K0 and K¯0 → K¯0
transitions. Then a T-violating asymmetry:
AT =
P
(
K¯0 → K0
)
− P
(
K0 → K¯0
)
P
(
K¯0 → K0
)
+ P
(
K0 → K¯0
) (28)
and a CPT-violating one:
ACPT =
P (K0 → K0)− P
(
K¯0 → K¯0
)
P
(
K¯0 → K¯0
)
+ P (K0 → K0)
(29)
can be defined.
Both these tests can be done at a φ factory, where the initial state is an antisymmetric
K0K¯0 state, if the ∆S = ∆Q rule holds.
If a neutral kaon decays into a positive lepton at a time t, the other neutral kaon is at
the same time a K¯0 and the sign of the lepton, emitted in a subsequent semileptonic decay,
signals if the K¯0 has changed or conserved its own flavour. Therefore, if |A(K0 → l+x)|2 =
|A(K¯0 → l−x)|2, the charge asymmetry in equal-sign dilepton pairs measured at the φ
factory will be equal to AT . On the other hand, time asymmetry in opposite-sign dilepton
pairs signals CPT violation.
In the more general case, taking into account also possible violations of the ∆S = ∆Q
rule one gets4:
AT =
L++ − L−−
L++ + L−−
= 2ℜ (ǫL + ǫS) + 4ℜ
(
b
a
)
= δL + δS, (30)
and
ACPT =
L−+ − L+−
L−+ + L+−
= 2ℜ (ǫL − ǫS) + 4ℜ
(
d∗
a
)
+ 4ℜ (ǫL + ǫS)ℜ
(
c∗
a
)
+
4
SL
[
ℑ (ǫL − ǫS)− 2ℑ
(
c∗
a
)
+ 2ℑ (ǫL + ǫS)ℜ
(
c∗
a
)]
∆mΓL
Γ2 +∆m2
, (31)
where L+− (L−+) is the number of dilepton pairs with the positive lepton emitted before
(after) the negative one. The number of equal-sign electron pairs (L+++L−−) and that of
opposite-sign (L+−+L−+) expected at DAΦNE is about 3.3× 105 events/year, therefore
the T- and CPT-violating asymmetries can be measured with a statistical error of about
1.7× 10−3.
4In the following equations we include also the CPT-conserving higher-order terms, namely the ones
proportional to ǫM
c
∗
a
.
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Violation of the ∆S = ∆Q rule does not affect eq. (30) but the CPT violation in the
decay amplitude contributes together with the true T-violating term (ǫL + ǫS). On the
contrary in eq. (31) the effects of CPT violation and ∆S = −∆Q transitions cannot be
disentangled. In the CPT limit the time asymmetry can be written as:
A¯CPT = 8ℜ(ǫM)ℜ
(
c∗
a
)
− 8
ℑ
(
c∗
a
)
− 2ℑǫMℜ
(
c∗
a
)
SL
∆mΓL
Γ2 +∆m2
(32)
and inserting the experimental limits on c∗/a [22] one has:
|A¯CPT | < 1.1× 10−3. (33)
Thus a value of ACPT larger than 10
−3 indicates an actual CPT violation either in the
kaon mass matrix or in ∆S = −∆Q transition amplitudes.
More information can be obtained by the study of the time dependence of opposite sign
dilepton events. Choosing for the final states of eq. (8) |a〉 = |e+π−ν〉 and |b〉 = |e−π+ν¯〉
and integrating over the phase space one gets:
I(e+, e−; t) =
ΓeLΓ
e
S
8Γ
e−Γ|t|
{[
1 + 4ℜ∆− 4ℜ
(
d∗
a
)
− 8ℜǫMℜ
(
c∗
a
)]
e−
∆Γ
2
t
+
[
1− 4ℜ∆+ 4ℜ
(
d∗
a
)
+ 8ℜǫMℜ
(
c∗
a
)]
e+
∆Γ
2
t + 2 cos(∆mt)
−8
[
ℑ∆+ ℑ
(
c∗
a
)
− 2ℑǫMℜ
(
c∗
a
)]
sin(∆mt)
}
=
ΓeLΓ
e
S
4Γ
e−Γ|t|
[
cosh
(
∆Γt
2
)
+ cos(∆mt)− 4∆R sinh
(
∆Γt
2
)
− 4∆I sin(∆mt)
]
(34)
where
∆R = ℜ∆−ℜ
(
d∗
a
)
− 2ℜǫMℜ
(
c∗
a
)
, ∆I = ℑ∆+ ℑ
(
c∗
a
)
− 2ℑǫMℜ
(
c∗
a
)
. (35)
The difference in the asymptotic limits (|t| ≫ τS) leads to the determination of ∆R,
while the interference term singles out ∆I . The higher-order terms can be neglected
(their upper bound is about 0.6 × 10−4, smaller than the DAΦNE sensitivity), but the
CPT-violating parameter ∆ and the ∆S = −∆Q contributions are still mixed. An exact
determination of the statistical error on ∆R and ∆I would require a simulation of the
experimental apparatus, which is beyond the purpose of this work. To give an idea of the
DAΦNE sensitivity we report in Fig. 3 the asymmetry in opposite-sign dileptons as a
function of the time difference
ACPT (t) =
I(e+, e−; |t|)− I(e+, e−;−|t|)
I(e+, e−; |t|) + I(e+, e−;−|t|) , (36)
for ∆I = 0 and ∆I = ±5∆R. As can be seen the asymptotic value is reached very soon and
the three curves are clearly distinct. Therefore we estimate σ∆R ≃ σACPT /4 ≃ 5 × 10−4.
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Figure 3: The asymmetry ACPT (t) as a function of the time difference for ∆R = 1/4. The
full, dashed and dot-dashed lines correspond to ∆I = 0, ∆I = 5∆R and ∆I = −5∆R
respectively.
The value of σ∆I depends critically on the experimental resolution. We estimate that, as
happens for the real and the imaginary parts of ǫ
′
ǫ
, σ∆I will be about 20 times larger
than σ∆R .
As shown in Ref. [20], the inclusion in the analysis of the K → ππ decays allows
us to disentangle almost all the amplitudes. Indeed, in the Wu-Yang phase convention,5
unitarity implies that the phase of ǫM is equal to φSW ≡ arctan(2∆m/∆Γ) = (43.64 ±
0.15)◦ and the phase of [∆− ℜ(B0)/A0] is
[
φSW ± π2
]
; therefore, one has [10, 20]:
1
3
(2η+− + η00) = |ǫM |eiφSW ± i|∆− ℜB0
A0
|eiφSW . (37)
The present experimental data on η+− and η00 [22] give:
|∆− ℜB0
A0
| = (1.7± 2.8)× 10−5 and |ǫM | = (2.266± 0.017)× 10−3. (38)
As can be seen, the CPT constraint is at present very well satisfied and, assuming CPT
conservation in decay amplitudes, the limit in K0K¯0 mass difference is
|M11 −M22|
mK
≤ 10−18 GeV, (39)
5 The ππ decay amplitudes are parametrized in each isospin channel like the semileptonic ones, AI
is the CPT-conserving part and BI the CPT-violating one. The Wu-Yang convention is ℑ(A0) = 0.
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close to the natural scale factor mK/MPlanck.
In addition, from the measured value of KL charge asymmetry one gets:
− ℜ∆+ ℜ
(
b
a
)
+ ℜ
(
d∗
a
)
= (−0.06± 0.6)× 10−4. (40)
The future measurement of δS at DAΦNE would lead also to the determination of ℜ(b/a),
while the CPLEAR experiment will give direct measurement of ℜǫS and of ℑ(c∗/a).
Therefore all the parameters that appear in the observables introduced above can be
disentangled, and some consistency relations must be satisfied. The preliminary data
of the CPLEAR collaboration [23] have large errors and still do not give significant
bounds. We report in Table 2 the relations between the observables and the theoretical
parameters with the corresponding statistical errors from present and future experiments,
together with the consistency equations and the corresponding sensitivity. To simplify the
notations of the table we define
w = ∆− ℜB0
A0
= ǫM − 1
3
(2η+− + η00). (41)
Equations Parameters σ
ℜ∆ = ℜǫS −ℜǫM ℜ∆ 4× 10−4
ℜB0
A0
= ℜǫS − ℜǫM − ℜw ℜB0A0 4× 10−4
ℜ( b
a
) = 1
4
(δL + δS)− ℜǫM ℜ( ba) 2× 10−4
ℜ(d∗
a
) = ℜǫS − ℜǫM + 14(δL − δS) ℜ(d
∗
a
) 5× 10−4
1
4
(δL + δS)− 14AT = 0 − 6× 10−4
1
4
(δL − δS) + ∆R = 0 − 6× 10−4
ℑ( c∗
a
) + ℑw −∆I = 0 − ∼ 10−2
Table 2: Statistical errors on parameters and consistency relations, using present experi-
mental data [22] (for η+−, η00 and δL) together with DAΦNE (for δS, AT , ∆R and ∆I)
and CPLEAR (for ℜǫS and ℑ(c∗/a)) future results. The σ of the last equation in the
table is only a guess.
5 KS → 3π
The KS → 3π0 decay is a pure CP-violating transition, while the KS → π+π−π0 decay
receives both CP-conserving and CP-violating contributions.
The CP-conserving K → 3π decay amplitudes are well described by Chiral Pertur-
bation Theory (ChPT). They have been calculated, including the next-to-leading-order
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corrections, in Ref. [25] and turn out to be in good agreement with the experimental data.
The CP-conserving KS → π+π−π0 decay amplitude is odd under π+ − π− momenta ex-
change and thus, neglecting final states with high angular momenta, it is induced by a
∆I = 3/2 transition. The ChPT calculation of Ref. [25] leads to the prediction:
Br(KS → π+π−π0)CP+ = (2.4± 0.7)× 10−7, (42)
consistent with the recent data:
Br(KS → π+π−π0)CP+ = (3.9+5.4 +0.9−1.8 −0.7)× 10−7, E621[26] (43)
Br(KS → π+π−π0)CP+ = (7.8+5.7 +7.3−4.1 −4.9)× 10−7. CPLEAR[23] (44)
As in K → 2π decays, for the CP-violating amplitudes it is convenient to define the
ratios:
η+−0 =
(A+−0S )CP−
A+−0L
= ǫS + ǫ
′
+−0, (45)
η000 =
A000S
A000L
= ǫS + ǫ
′
000. (46)
The direct CP-violating parameters ǫ′+−0 and ǫ
′
000 have been evaluated at lowest order in
ChPT [27] and turn out to be of the same order as ǫ′. As shown in [28], higher-order terms
can substantially enhance ǫ′+−0 and ǫ
′
000, which are nevertheless negligible
6 compared to
ǫ. The predicted branching ratios are:
Br (KS → (π+π−π0)CP−) ≃ 1.06× 10−9, (47)
Br(KS → 3π0) ≃ 1.94× 10−9, (48)
much smaller then the present upper limits [22, 23, 29].
Due to the smallness of the branching ratios it is very hard to detect KS → 3π decays,
especially the CP-violating ones. Tagging the KS as in the case of the semileptonic decays
(eqs. (25) and (26)) and inserting the numerical values, one gets for 3π0 final state:
NS(3π
0) = N0Br(KL → 3π0)[3.8× 10−4|η000|2 + 8.9× 10−10 − 1.8× 10−10ℑ(η000)]. (49)
The total number of events is very small (≃ 6 per year) and the ratio of right events
(those with a KS → 3π0 decay) to wrong ones (those with a KL → 3π0 decay) is only
2.2.
In the case of the CP-conserving KS → π+π−π0 decay, the expected number of events
is about 440 with a negligible background.
6 In K → 3π we will neglect possible CPT-violating effects, thus in the following we will assume
ǫS = ǫL = ǫ.
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Figure 4: The asymmetries A000(t) (full line) and A+−0(t) (dashed line). We have fixed
η000 = η+−0 = |ǫ|eiφSW .
A more promising way to detect the CP-violating KS → 3π decays is to study the
interference terms of I(a, b; t), in eq. (8), choosing |a〉 = |3π〉 and |b〉 = |l±π∓ν〉, as
suggested in Refs. [30, 31]. For the KS → 3π0 it is useful to define the asymmetry:
A000(t) =
∫
[I(3π0, l+π−ν; t)− I(3π0, l−π+ν; t)] dφ3π dφlπν∫
[I(3π0, l+π−ν; t) + I(3π0, l−π+ν; t)] dφ3π dφlπν
(50)
which, integrating over the 3π and πlν Dalitz plots, becomes:
A000(t) =
2ℜǫe+∆Γ2 t − 2ℜ
(
η000e+i∆mt
)
e+
∆Γ
2
t + |η000|2e−∆Γ2 t . (51)
For positive and large values of the time difference t, eq. (51) reads: A000 ≃ 2ℜǫ; on the
other hand, for negative value of t, one gets an interesting interference effect between ǫ
and η000, as shown in Fig. 4. The asymmetry for t < 0 is quite large, but the total number
of events is small, about 2× 103 per year.
In the case of the π+π−π0 final state, the CP-violating and CP-conserving amplitudes
have opposite symmetry under π+ − π− momentum exchange. Therefore it is possible
to select the CP-violating and the CP-conserving part of the interference term in eq.(8)
with an even or an odd integration over the 3π Dalitz plot. Analogously to the 3π0 case,
for the CP-violating part we define the asymmetry:
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Figure 5: The ratio R+(t) defined in eq.(53). The full, dashed and dotted lines correspond
to δ˜ = 0, δ˜ = 0.2 and δ˜ = 0.4 respectively.
A+−0(t) =
∫
[I(π+π−π0, l+π−ν; t)− I(π+π−π0, l−π+ν; t)] dφ3π dφlπν∫
[I(π+π−π0, l+π−ν; t) + I(π+π−π0, l−π+ν; t)] dφ3π dφlπν
,
=
2(ℜǫ)e+∆Γ2 t − 2ℜ
(
η+−0e+i∆mt
)
e+
∆Γ
2
t +
Γ+−0
S
Γ+−0
L
e−
∆Γ
2
t
, (52)
while the CP-conserving part can be singled out by the ratio:
R±(t) =
∫
+ I(π
+π−π0, l±π∓ν; t)dφ3π dφlπν −
∫
− I(π
+π−π0, l±π∓ν; t)dφ3π dφlπν∫
[I(π+π−π0, l±π∓ν; t)] dφ3π dφlπν
,
= ±2
∫
+ℜ
(
A+−0L A
+−0∗
S
)
dφ3π
Γ+−0L e
+∆Γ
2
t + Γ+−0S e
−∆Γ
2
t
[
cos(∆mt) + δ˜ sin(∆mt)
]
, (53)
where
∫
± dφ3π indicates the integration in the region Eπ± > Eπ∓ .
The behaviour of A+−0(t) is completely analogous to the one of A000(t) (Fig. 4). As
discussed in refs. [30, 31] the study of R±(t) will certainly lead to a determination of the
(A+−0S )CP+ amplitude, performing an interesting test of ChPT in the ∆I = 3/2 transi-
tions, and perhaps could also lead to a direct measurement of the π+π−π0 rescattering
functions. The phase δ˜ of eq. (53) can be written as:
δ˜ ≃ δ1S − δ2, (54)
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where δ2 and δ1S are the 3π strong phases of the I = 2 and of the symmetric I = 1 final
states, respectively. The ChPT prediction is δ˜ = (10±1)◦ [31] and the first measurement
[26] gives δ˜ = (59± 48)◦. With a different integration over the Dalitz plot, also the phase
of the non-symmetric I = 1 final state could be selected [30, 31]. Figure 5 shows the
behaviour of R± for different values of δ˜.
6 Interference in K → ππγ
In this section we will discuss the possibility to detect CP violation through the study
of the time difference distribution I(a, b; t), defined in eq. (8), choosing |a〉 = |π+π−γ〉
and |b〉 = |π±l∓ν〉 [30]. To this purpose we recall some useful decomposition of the
K → π+π−γ decay amplitude, referring to [9] for a more detailed discussion of these
decays.
The amplitude forK(p
K
)→ π+(p+)π−(p−)γ(q, ε) decays can be generally decomposed
as the sum of two terms: the inner bremsstrahlung (AIB) and the direct emission (ADE)
[9]. The first term, which has a pole at zero photon energy, is completely predicted by
QED in terms of the K → π+π− amplitude [32]:
AIB(KS,L → π+π−γ) = e
(
ε · p−
q · p− −
ε · p+
q · p+
)
A(KS,L → π+π−). (55)
The second term, which is obtained by subtracting AIB from the total amplitude, depends
on the structure of the K → π+π−γ effective vertex and provides a test for mesonic
interaction models.
The K → π+π−γ amplitude is usually decomposed also in a different way, separating
the electric and the magnetic terms. Defining the dimensionless amplitudes E and M as
in [33], we can write:
A(KS,L → π+π−γ) = εµ(q) [E(zi)(p+ · q pµ− − p− · q pµ+) +M(zi)ǫµνρσp+νp−ρqσ] /m3K ,
(56)
where
z± =
p± · q
m2K
, and z3 =
p
K
· q
m2K
= z+ + z−. (57)
As can be seen from eq. (55), the inner bremsstrahlung amplitude can contribute only
to the E(zi) term, while the direct emission amplitude can contribute to both the E(zi)
and the M(zi) terms. Summing over photon helicities there is no interference between
electric and magnetic terms:
dΓ =
mK
(4π)3
(|(E(zi)|2 + |M(zi)|2)
[
z+z−(1− 2z3 − 2r2m)− r2m(z2+ + z2−)
]
dz+dz− (58)
(rm = mπ/mK). Thus the two contributions AIB and A
electric
DE can interfere in the E(zi)
amplitude, contrary to the case of the amplitude M(zi) where only a direct emission
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contribution appears:
|A(KS,L → π+π−γ)|2 = |AIB|2 + 2ℜ{A∗IBAelectricDE }+ |AelectricDE |2 + |AmagneticDE |2. (59)
Finally the magnetic and the electric direct emission amplitudes can be decomposed in
a multipole expansion (see Refs. [9, 34]). Since higher multipoles are suppressed by angular
momentum barrier, in the following we will consider only the lowest multipole component
(the dipole one). In this approximation the electric amplitude is CP-conserving in the KS
decay and CP-violating in the KL one, while the magnetic amplitude is CP-conserving
in the KL decay and CP-violating in the KS one. For this reason, since AIB is enhanced
by the pole at zero photon energy, the KS decay is completely dominated by the electric
transition, while electric and magnetic contributions are of the same order in the KL
decay.
Similar to K → 2π and K → 3π cases it is convenient to introduce the CP-violating
parameter:
η+−γ =
A(KL → π+π−γ)IB+E1
A(KS → π+π−γ)IB+E1 , (60)
where the subscript E1 indicates that only the lowest multipole component of the electric
direct emission amplitude has been considered. Using eq. (55) we can write:
η+−γ = η+− + ǫ
′
ππγ
A(KS → π+π−γ)E1
A(KS → π+π−γ)IB+E1 ≃ η+− + ǫ
′
ππγ
A(KS → π+π−γ)E1
A(KS → π+π−γ)IB , (61)
where η+− is the usual K → 2π CP-violating parameter. The term proportional to ǫ′ππγ
in eq. (61) is a direct CP-violating contribution, not related to the K → ππ amplitude
and consequently not suppressed by the 1/22 factor of the ∆I = 1/2 rule. However,
although ǫ′ππγ could be much larger than ǫ
′
ππ, the second term in eq. (61) is suppressed
by the factor AE1/AIB ≪ 1.
The η+−γ parameter has already been measured at Fermilab obtaining for the IB
contribution [35]
|η+−γ(IB)| =
∣∣∣A(KL → π+π−γ)IB
A(KS → π+π−γ)IB
∣∣∣ = (2.414± 0.065± 0.062)× 10−3, (62)
φ+−γ(IB) = arg(η+−γ(IB)) = (45.47± 3.61± 2.40)◦. (63)
DAΦNE should improve these limits by studying the time evolution of the decay.
Referring to [30] for an extensive analysis, here we show how to take advantage of the
φ-factories possibilities to measure η+−γ . Choosing as final states f1 = π
±l∓ν, f2 = π
+π−γ
and following the notation of Section 2, the time difference distribution, integrated over
final phase space, is given by7:
I(π±l∓ν, π+π−γ; t < 0) =
Γ(KL → π±l∓ν)Γ(KS → π+π−γ)
2Γ
{
RLe
−ΓL|t| + e−ΓS |t|
± 2 e
−Γ|t|
Γ(KS → π+π−γ)
[
ℜ〈E〉int cos(∆m|t|) + ℑ〈E〉int sin(∆m|t|)
]}
, (64)
7In the following we neglect possible violations of CPT and of the ∆S = ∆Q rule.
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where RL = Γ(KL → π+π−γ)/Γ(KS → π+π−γ) and
〈E〉int ≡ mK
(4π)3
∫ ∫
dz1dz2(E
S
IB + E
S
1 )
∗(ELIB + E
L
1 )×
×[z+z−(1− 2z3 − 2r2m)− r2m(z2+ + z2−)]. (65)
Neglecting the phase space dependence of η+−γ one should have 〈E〉int = η+−γΓ(KS →
π+π−γ), and therefore the interference term of eq. (64) measures the CP-violating KL →
π+π−γ amplitude. The expression for t > 0 is obtained by interchanging ΓS ↔ ΓL and
changing the sign of the sin(∆m|t|) term. By fitting the experimental data with the
theoretical expression of eq. (64), one should be able to measure the interference term
and then improve the measurement of η+−γ. Very useful to this purpose will be the
difference among the fluxes defined in eq. (64) with positive and negative lepton charges,
as discussed for KS → 3π decays.
To conclude, we remark that not only the semileptonic tagging but also the K → 2π
one can be used to measure η+−γ [30].
7 C-even background
Some years ago it was pointed out that the radiative φ decay (φ → γf0(980) →
γ(K0K¯0)C=+) could have a non-negligible branching ratio and therefore could spoil the
power of a φ factory in measuring ǫ
′
ǫ
and to single out the suppressed KS decays [12].
More recent determinations of the resonant contribution consider also the a0(980), f0(980)
interference effect and give a much lower value: the ratio
r =
Br(φ→ γ (K0K¯0)C+)
Br(φ→ (K0K¯0)C−) , (66)
is estimated to be in the range (3× 10−7)–(5× 10−9) [13].
These predictions are strongly model-dependent and larger values could perhaps be
obtained; however we can trust that r is certainly smaller than 10−4. The non-resonant
contribution to φ → γ K0K¯0 has been evaluated in the current algebra framework [36]
to be of the order of 10−9, comparable to the lower predictions of [13]. As we will show,
the effects of the C-even background on the DAΦNE measurements are negligible also
for unrealistically large values of r.
The C-even K0K¯0 state can be written as:
1√
2
[K0(q)K¯0(−q) + K¯0(q)K0(−q)]
≃ 1√
2
[K
(q)
S K
(−q)
S −K(q)L K(−q)L − 2∆(K(q)S K(−q)L +K(q)L K(−q)S )], (67)
where terms of order ǫ2 have been neglected but the effect of possible CPT violation has
been included.
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The KSKS component has a CP-conserving decay into the |2π, 2π〉 final states and
could be a dangerous background in the ǫ
′
ǫ
measurement. However, the time difference
distribution of these events,
F (t) =
Γ+−S Γ
00
S
2ΓS
e−ΓS |t|, (68)
is symmetric and cannot simulate the effect of ǫ′. Furthermore, it vanishes very rapidly for
large values of |t|, and therefore it does not affect the determination of ℜ( ǫ′
ǫ
). In effect, as
shown in [37], by means of a suitable cut the background contribution can be eliminated
in the event sample used to determine ℜ( ǫ′
ǫ
), also for very large values of r.
The background contribution overlaps the signal just in the interference zone, d ≃ dS,
worsening the resolution on ℑ
(
ǫ′
ǫ
)
. However the signal (KLKS → π0π0, π+π−) and the
background (KSKS → π0π0, π+π−) have different spatial behaviour, which is of help in
disentangling the signal contribution from the background. The C-even background has
been added to the signal in the fitting procedure of [18] and the accuracy achievable on
ℑ
(
ǫ′
ǫ
)
has been estimated again. The result is that for a realistic vertex resolution the
worsening is around 5%, even if r would be as large as 10−4.
The KLKL component can affect the determination of the suppressed KS branching
ratios and the corresponding CP-violating asymmetries, as we will discuss in the following.
If theKS semileptonic decays are tagged as in eq. (25), the number of events generated
by a single C-even K0K¯0 pair is:
N(l±) = Br(KL → l±π∓ν)Br(KL → xL)S1(1− e−10ΓL/ΓS), (69)
then eq. (27) is modified in:
NS(l
±)exp = 0.22×N0
[
Br(KS → l±π∓ν) + r · 10ΓL
ΓS
Br(KL → l±π∓ν)
]
, (70)
and the measured charge asymmetry becomes:
(δS)exp =
NS(l
+)exp −NS(l−)exp
NS(l+)exp +NS(l−)exp
=
δS + 10rδL
1 + 10r
. (71)
As can be seen the correction is absolutely negligible and cannot simulate CPT violation,
in fact (δS)exp − δL = (δS − δL)/(1 + 10r).
The number of equal-sign dilepton events generated by (K0K¯0)C=+ is:
L++ =
1
2
Br(KL → l+π−ν)Br(KL → l+π−ν)SL · SL, (72)
and that of opposite sign is:
L+− = L−+ =
1
2
Br(KL → l+π−ν)Br(KL → l−π+ν¯)SL · SL. (73)
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Figure 6: The effect of the C-even background on A000(t). The full line corresponds to
r = 0 and the dashed one to r = 3× 10−7.
Therefore the experimentally measured T- and CPT-violating asymmetries are:
(AT )exp =
δS + δL + 87r(2δL)
1 + 87r
(74)
and
(ACPT )exp =
ACPT
1 + 87r
. (75)
Also in this case the effect of the C-even background is negligible and the CPT prediction
AT = 2δL is still valid.
Finally we discuss the effect of C-even background in KS → 3π decays, where the
largest influence is expected.
The inclusion of the background contribution in eq. (49) gives:
(NS(3π
0))exp = N0Br(KL → 3π0)×
×
[
3.8× 10−4|η000|2 + 8.9× 10−10 − 1.8× 10−10ℑ(η000) + 3.8× 10−3r
]
. (76)
Therefore, for r ≥ 10−7 the background is comparable to the signal, enforcing the conclu-
sion that the direct tag of the KS is not useful to determine Br(KS → (3π)CP−). On the
contrary, if the KS → (π+π−π0)CP+ branching ratio is ∼ 10−7, in agreement with ChPT
predictions and preliminary CPLEAR results, the background contribution to this decay
can be neglected and the corresponding branching ratio can be measured.
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The modifications induced in interference measurements require a more detailed study.
The analogue of the time difference distribution defined in eq. (8) for an initial KLKL
state is
I(a, b; t) =
1
2ΓL
|AL(a)AL(b)|2e−ΓL|t|(1− e−2D/dL+2ΓL|t|), (77)
where the last factor accounts for having both KL decays inside the detector. Thus the
C-even background, which is symmetric in π+π− momenta, modifies eqs. (51, 52) in the
following way:
(A000(t))exp =
2ℜǫ
[
e+
∆Γ
2
t + r Γ
ΓL
e+
∆Γ
2
|t|(1− e−2D/dL+2ΓL|t|)
]
− 2ℜ
(
η000e+i∆mt
)
e+
∆Γ
2
t + |η000|2e−∆Γ2 t + r Γ
ΓL
e+
∆Γ
2
|t|(1− e−2D/dL+2ΓL|t|) , (78)
and
(A+−0(t))exp =
2ℜǫ
[
e+
∆Γ
2
t + r Γ
ΓL
e+
∆Γ
2
|t|(1− e−2D/dL+2ΓL|t|)
]
− 2ℜ
(
η+−0e+i∆mt
)
e+
∆Γ
2
t +
Γ+−0
S
Γ+−0
L
e−
∆Γ
2
t + r Γ
ΓL
e+
∆Γ
2
|t|(1− e−2D/dL+2ΓL|t|)
. (79)
The contribution of the C-even background becomes important (especially in the numer-
ator) for large and negative values of the time difference, where the number of events
is absolutely negligible, but, as can be seen from Fig. 6, does not affect the results for
t ≥ −10τS.
In the CP-conserving ratio R±(t) the C-even background contributes in the denomi-
nator only and can be safely neglected.
8 Quantum mechanics violations
Research in the theory of quantum gravity has led to a proposal for a modification of
quantum mechanics time evolution [14, 15], which might transform a pure initial state into
an incoherent mixture. This effect becomes particularly interesting in the kaon system,
where quantum oscillations can be accurately measured. Moreover the φ-factory, where
the initial K¯0K0 is an antisymmetric coherent state, is a very suitable facility to test this
idea. We will not discuss the theoretical models of quantum mechanics violations [14, 15]
but, following the analysis of Ref. [16], we shall analyze some examples of observable
effects at DAΦNE.
To describe the time evolution to incoherent states, one has to introduce the formalism
of the density matrix. In Ref. [15] it has been proposed to modify the quantum mechanics
time evolution equation in the following way:
i
d
dt
ρ = Hρ− ρH† + H˜ ρ, (80)
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where ρ is the 2×2 kaon density matrix, H = M − iΓ/2 is the usual non-Hermitian kaon
Hamiltonian (see eq. (18)) and H˜ρ is the quantum mechanics violating term. For H˜ = 0
the eigenmatrices of eq. (80) are the usual matrices:
ρLL = |KL〉〈KL|, ρSS = |KS〉〈KS|,
ρSL = |KS〉〈KL|, ρLS = |KL〉〈KS|. (81)
Under reasonable assumptions (probability conservation, not decreasing entropy and
strangeness conservation) H˜ can be expressed in terms of the three real parameters α, β
and γ of Ref. [15]. With this parametrization the new eigenmatrices become:
ρ˜LL = ρLL +
[
γ
∆Γ
+ 4β
∆m
∆Γ
ℑ
(
ǫL
∆λ∗
)
− β
2
|∆λ|2
]
|K1〉〈K1|
+
β
∆λ
|K1〉〈K2|+ β
∆λ∗
|K2〉〈K1|
ρ˜SS = ρSS −
[
γ
∆Γ
+ 4β
∆m
∆Γ
ℑ
(
ǫS
∆λ∗
)
− β
2
|∆λ|2
]
|K2〉〈K2|
− β
∆λ∗
|K1〉〈K2|+ β
∆λ
|K2〉〈K1|
ρ˜SL = ρSL − β
∆λ∗
|K1〉〈K1|+ β
∆λ
|K2〉〈K2| − i α
2∆m
|K2〉〈K1|
ρ˜LS = ρLS − β
∆λ
|K1〉〈K1|+ β
∆λ∗
|K2〉〈K2| − i α
2∆m
|K1〉〈K2|, (82)
where |K1,2〉 are the usual CP eigenstates and
∆λ = ∆m+ i
∆Γ
2
= |∆λ|ei(π/2−φSW ). (83)
The analysis of fixed target experiments has led the authors of Ref. [16] to put stringent
bounds on the quantum mechanics violating parameters β and γ:
β = (0.32± 0.29)× 10−18GeV,
γ = (−0.2± 2.2)× 10−21GeV. (84)
Quite similar results have been obtained in [38], where also a bound for α (α ≤ 4.8 ×
10−16 GeV) is derived. It is interesting to note that, using the values in eq. (84), the
limits on α/mK and β/mK turn out to be of the order of mK/MPlanck, which could be
the natural suppression factor for these parameters.
These limits have been obtained assuming that there is no CPT violation in the decay
amplitudes. In the more general case the effects of β, γ and those of the conventional
CPT-violating terms are mixed together.
This situation could be improved at DAΦNE. In effect, quantum mechanics predicts
a vanishing amplitude for the transition to the final state |f(t1), f(t2)〉, with t1 = t2,
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independently from possible CPT violations. Therefore, as pointed out in [16], any mea-
surement of equal time f1 = f2 = f events can give a bound for pure quantum mechanics
violations. It should be stressed however that the finite experimental resolution will par-
tially wash out these effects (see Fig. 2). Moreover, also the C-even background gives
rise to equal time events. Thus only the time distribution, which is different for C-even
background and quantum mechanics violations, could help in disentangling them.
In Ref. [16] the consequences of quantum mechanics violation to several DAΦNE
observables have been analyzed. In particular the explicit formula of the |π+π−, π0π0〉
time difference distribution has been derived, discussing the quantum mechanics violating
effects in the measurement of ǫ
′
ǫ
. For t≫ τS the time asymmetry of eq. (11) becomes:
A(t)
t≫τS−→ 3ℜ( ǫ′
ǫ
)
[
1− γ√
2|∆λ||ǫ|2 − 2
β
|∆λ||ǫ|
]
− 3ℑ( ǫ′
ǫ
)
[
2
β
|∆λ||ǫ|
]
. (85)
In Fig. 7 we have plotted A(t) in the usual quantum mechanics case and in the quantum
mechanics violating case (following the analysis of [16]), for ℜ( ǫ′
ǫ
) = 5×10−4 and ℑ( ǫ′
ǫ
) =
−4× 10−3, 0 and +4× 10−3 (close to the predicted DAΦNE sensitivity). The quantum
mechanics violating parameters have been chosen to be: β = 0.71 × 10−18GeV and γ =
2.2×10−21GeV, in order to maximize their effects. As one can see, for very small values of
the time difference t the effects of quantum mechanics violations are striking, but probably
beyond any realistic experimental resolution. The determination of ℑ( ǫ′
ǫ
) should not be
affected, but an effect could be present in the asymptotic value of the asymmetry where,
contrary to the usual quantum mechanics case, also ℑ( ǫ′
ǫ
) contributes.
Using the expressions of Ref. [16] and neglecting a possible violation of the ∆S = ∆Q
rule, we have calculated also the quantum mechanics violating effects for eq. (25). The
measured charge asymmetry for KS semileptonic decays would become:
(δS)exp ≡ (NS(l
+))exp − (NS(l−))exp
(NS(l+))exp + (NS(l−))exp
=
δS − 2ℜ
(
β
∆λ
)
+ 4
√
2 β
|∆λ|
+ 20 γ
∆Γ
δL
1 + 20 γ
∆Γ
, (86)
where δS,L are the usual asymmetries, as defined in eq. (23). The effect of the γ term
simulates a C-even background and interestingly, with the limit of eq. (84), this correction
turns out to be of the order of the one estimated in the previous section (for r ∼ 10−7).
The β term simulates a CPT violation, however, using the bound in eq. (84), this effect
turns out to be smaller than the DAΦNE sensitivity.
Concluding, we can say that quantum mechanics violating effects can be neglected
in integrated asymmetries at DAΦNE. Nevertheless, if α, β and γ were suppressed only
linearly by mK/MPlanck, some effects in time-dependent distributions could be observable.
An estimate of DAΦNE sensitivity on these effects would require an accurate simulation
of the experimental apparatus, which is beyond the purpose of this work.
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Figure 7: The time asymmetry A(t) for ℜ( ǫ′
ǫ
) = 5 × 10−4. The full lines correspond to
quantum mechanics predictions of eqs. (11) and (12), with ℑ( ǫ′
ǫ
) = −4 × 10−3 (a), 0
(b) and 4 × 10−3 (c). The dashed lines correspond to the predictions of [16] with the
upper bounds of quantum mechanics violating parameters β = 0.71 × 10−18GeV and
γ = 2.2× 10−21GeV, for the previous values of ℑ( ǫ′
ǫ
).
9 Conclusions
From the previous analysis it is clear that a φ factory is very suitable for an accurate
study of the origin of CP violation in KS and KL decays and to test the Standard Model
predictions.
The real part of the ratio ǫ
′
ǫ
, which is a clear signal of direct CP violation, can be
measured with high precision, about 10−4. A non-vanishing value of the imaginary part
of ǫ
′
ǫ
, which would imply CPT violation, can be detected up to some units in 10−3. Even
if the fixed target experiments will reach a similar sensitivity, the KLOE apparatus has
a completely different systematics and such experimental result will be very important.
The presence of a pure KS beam will allow, for the first time, the direct detection of
CP violation in KS decays. Moreover many interesting tests of T and CPT symmetries
(in addition to ℑ( ǫ′
ǫ
)) can be performed.
The combined analysis of DAΦNE, CPLEAR, E731 and NA31 experiments will allow
to disentangle the CPT-violating contributions in decay amplitudes from those in mass
matrix and also the ∆S = −∆Q transitions can be singled out. All the real parts of the
parameters could be bounded up to ≃ 5 × 10−4 while a lower sensitivity (∼ 10−3–10−2)
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is expected for the imaginary parts.
More doubtful is the situation for KS → 3π decays. We think that the CP-conserving
decays will certainly be measured and some information on the rescattering phases could
be obtained. For the CP-violating ones we observe, without doing a complete statistical
analysis, that the shape of the interference effect of Fig. 4 is very characteristic and could
easily be detected over a flat background. The analysis of the possibility to measure η+−γ
leads to similar conclusions.
Also the recent suggestions on possible quantum mechanics violations might be tested
at DAΦNE.
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